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The Space Chums are the hottest rock band in the known universe - they play to packed planets of screaming 
life-forms from the Cat’s Eye Nebula to the Cartwheel Galaxy! But as they’re zooming through an unexplored 
quadrant of the universe, they pick up signs of life on a little blue world… 
 
 Zoiks! It’s not easy these days to find a groovy little off-the-radar planet that hasn’t already been discovered by 
a bazillion hyperstellar hipsters! If they weren’t already late for their gig on Big Rock Candy Planet, they would 
definitely go exploring! When their sensors indicate a garage sale sign at 43.6532° N, 79.3832°, they are 
powerless to resist… Just a 10 minute detour never hurt anybody, right?! 
 
The garage sale was great but as they return to their spaceship with some fabulous finds, they realize they have 
parked illegally in the middle of a phenomenon called “The Fringe Festival”! It seems their ship is full of 
Earthlings expecting a show! Now what?  
 
When they discover these humanoids have never even been to outer space, the Space Chums invite them to 
come along for the ride to their next gig. Things are going groovily as they sightsee through the solar system 
and dodge their way through the asteroid belt, when another garage sale sign lures them into a mysterious 
wormhole to a robot planet. There they make friends with a wheeling-dealing android who sells them a neat little 
robot of their own called “Bleep Bloop”. They even meet the Word Wizard! But when they try to get back on 
course, they are faced with a whole sky-full of wormholes... They try one but end up on a Dinosaur Planet! 
Yikes! They need help! 
 
Luckily Bleep Bloop has connections... He sends out a galacto-fax-transmission to the interstellar superhero 
“Space Girl” who blasts over to steer the Space Chums and their pals back on course. They make it to their gig 
just in time and their earthling pals help out in the show as back-up dancers! 
 
Finally, they chart a course back to Planet Earth with just enough time for one last song before they return their 
passengers back to their world and their afternoon plans!  
 
Packed with hit songs from the Space Chums’ original album, “Blast Off!” and their latest release, “Calling All 
Space Cadets”, the show is a pop-rock spectacle of singing, dancing, hilarity  and lots of awesome audience 
participation. 
 
So fasten your invisibelts and get ready to blast into hyper-fun with the SPAAAAACE CHUUUUMS!!!! 
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